
HOW TO SET UP A SALES

A sales plan lays out your objectives, high-level tactics, target audience, and potential obstacles. It's like a traditional
business plan but focuses.

Machinis says most companies shouldn't expect to get it right on the first try and should review territories once
a year. Keeping that in mind, you must make a commissions plan that has realistic and obtainable goals. If you
are yet to find your market niche then your focus must remain on finding the right business opportunity for
you. Obviously, the more tightly compensation is tied to performance through a commission or bonus system,
the more incentive each sales rep has to performing at a high level. Many companies use some form of
marketing database software to figure out the best way to establish their sales territories. A small business is
unlikely to have a large sales team. This is because the first thing your business needs to do before trying to
expand is test the market: figure out how people respond to your product, what it takes to sell it, and whether it
needs improvement. Consider how they will interact with customers and close sales. Most pros say they start
by ranking customers or clients into different categories based on the percentage of revenue they generate vs.
They found they were answering the same questions over and over to unqualified distributors, and this was
frustrating and time consuming. You create the product once and assuming it remains current, it is
set-and-forget. For example, a compensation mix can be 70 percent base salary and 30 percent commission. If
you decide a blog is the first asset you will build, then consider working with me as your mentor in Blog
Mastermind. Yet, especially in the early scale-up days of your business, there will likely be some lag time
before reps can start earning those bonuses through closed business. All these elements can be part of your
sales funnel but the most important concept to grasp is that your first product or your current email newsletter
or blog are just front end components, and if you one day want a thriving business turning over six or seven
figures, in most cases developing a back end is the way to go. Offering a commission on sales will not
motivate your staff unless the sales goals are obtainable. What makes the offer compelling is how the
marketing materials tap all the right triggers social proof, empathy in the people who possess the need and
how well refined the problem is. You also need to keep your team motivated. The reporting system needs to
be totally transparent so that you have these customer and prospect contact details and can check with them if
your sales people are not reaching required targets. You have to start strategically by meeting revenue goals in
small areas and then gradually growing the territories. Does geography matter at all, or can you deal with
clients without putting your sales team behind a windshield? Calculate your average monthly sales. Review
territories periodically Review your territories regularly to make sure they are functioning properly. Once my
vision for an information business became more concrete â€” in this case a blog traffic training course â€” I
created an email newsletter for it, my Blog Traffic Tips Newsletter. Develop a repeatable hiring process.
Bloggers If you already blog then you have your first front end asset. Doing some preliminary planning will
help you identify the qualities that will help you set up all your sales territories in the future: what kind of
clients you're going after, where they're located, and how much resources it will take to reach them. Sales
people need targets that stretch them but are not unachievable. Who else do you distribute products for and in
which areas of the world? You can gather a very small group of your overall customer base, who are prepared
to pay a premium price and travel to come work with you in a more intimate format. Generally as customers
move towards the back end, especially if you operate an information publishing business based on your
expertise, they expect to receive more personalized attention. Different Communication Media Once you have
a list of the most common problems in your market you can begin to plan how best to solve them. A couple of
signs include: Your product is already proving itself in the marketplace. Digital Downloads A common
practice at the front end of a sales funnel for an online business is to focus on digital goods. Can you replace
paper processes with a mobile order writing app? Incentivise your sales team properly. To set achievable sales
targets , a few things are important: Revenues. Once established, you can go three to five years without having
to touch the territories. This needs to be done weekly and with a system that shows the calls made, the
response, the planned follow up and contact details of respondents. The opinions expressed here by Inc.
Attending meetings with your sales people will also assist you in establishing realistic targets. This in turn
keeps your business in line with making its revenue goals. Obviously I want to ensure the entry level product,
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BlogMastermind. I started blogging back in November 


